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Both functional and monitored mechanical structures need to have sensors embedded 
inside the material. Metallic materials are mostly dominant. This work aimed at embedding 
fiber optics inside various types of materials e.g. powder based materials and aluminum. 
The embedding processes were investigated for appropriateness depending on the host 
materials. Various trials with full process control have been carried out in ultrasonic 
consolidation for fiber optics to be embedded in aluminum, and normal insertion inside 
powder based materials. Finite Element Modeling has been carried out to identify and 
quantify triggering process parameters to support experiments. 
These parameters include processing time, wavelength amplitude and contact area. The 
study of the effect of these parameters on the process has been investigated. The 
experimental tests have shown that progressive embedding is achieved using specific 
combined sets of parameters in the process and specifically full embedding of the fiber is 
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reached with welding time towards one second combined with a wavelength amplitude of 
50% with small area of contact and for large area of contact with amplitude larger than 
60% and welding time less than 1 sec.  
The end process will result in the fiber embedded inside the material. The next concern is 
to check the integrity of the sensors in post process and also to verify that the sensor 
reproduces properly the behaviour of the material. Both integrity and reliability of reporting 
behaviour seem to be adequate and serve the purpose of measurement. 
In powder based materials as host, cold compaction and Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) were 
used to fabricate the material while the fiber optic was initial placed at the time of filling 
the die with the powder. The material has been prepared under different known conditions 
of compaction and sintering since care has to be observed on the embedded fiber e.g. high 
compaction pressure and sintering temperature can damage the fibers. Practical values in 
cold compaction technique were: 155 MPa compaction load and 450 ˚C sintering 
temperature applied for 6 hours. Regarding SPS, load of 20 MPa, and temperature of 400 
˚C applied for half-hour have been used. 
This work has characterized the embedding process i.e. Ultrasonic Consolidation in 
aluminum and insertion of fibers in powder based materials to secure proper reading and 






 همام سعيد رزق دراغمة: االسم الكامل 
 أنواع مختلفة من المواد داخلاأللياف البصرية  تضمينالتحقيق في عمليات : عنوان الرسالة 
 الهندسة الميكانيكية: التخصص 
 2017نيسان، : تاريخ الدرجة العلمية 
إلى وجود أجهزة استشعار مضمنة  المستخدمة في المراقبةتحتاج كل من الهياكل الميكانيكية الوظيفية و 
مسحوق  مثل يهدف هذا العمل إلى تضمين األلياف البصرية داخل أنواع مختلفة من الموادداخل المادة. 
 .المواد واأللومنيوم
ئم اعتمادا على نوع المادة المستضيفة. وقد تم التحقيق في عمليات التضمين للحصول على تضمين مال
فوق الصوتية لتضمين األلياف  الموجاتاجريت تجارب مختلفة مع تحكم كامل في العملية باستخدام 
باستخدام تحليل وقد تم وضع نموذج داخل األلمنيوم، وطريقة اإلدراج العادي داخل مسحوق المواد. 
 المتغيراتوتشمل هذه غيرات العملية لدعم التجارب. تعريف وتحديد مت من أجل العناصر المحدودة
على العملية.  المتغيراتومنطقة االتصال. وقد تم دراسة تأثير هذه  الموجةوقت المعالجة، واتساع 
من  محددةمترابطة وأظهرت االختبارات التجريبية أن التضمين التدريجي يتحقق باستخدام مجموعات 
تحديدا تم الحصول على تضمين كامل لأللياف باستخدام مساحة المؤثرة في العملية والمتغيرات 
%، بينما عن طريق 50االتصال الصغيرة بزمن مقداره تقريبا ثانية واحدة مرتبط باتساع موجي مقداره 
xx 
 
% اتساع موجي مرتبط بزمن اقل من ثانية 60استخدام مساحة االتصال الكبيرة كانت المتغيرات 
 واحدة.
ف تنتج ألياف بصرية مضمنة داخل المواد. التحقق من سالمة أجهزة االستشعار ما العملية النهائية سو
اعادة بعد العملية هو محل االهتمام التالي لعملية التضمين وأيضا التأكد من قدرة أجهزة االستشعار من 
سالمة األلياف والعرض النسبي لسلوك المادة يكون كافيا ويخدم عرض سلوك المادة بشكل صحيح. 
 غرض من القياس.ال
في عملية استخدام مسحوق المواد كمادة مستضيفة، تم استخدام تقنية الضغط على درجات حرارة 
لتكوين المواد حيت تم بداية وضع األلياف البصرية داخل القالب الذي يمأل  SPSطبيعية وتقنية 
بيد حيث يجب التلوقد تم إعداد المواد في ظل ظروف مختلفة معروفة من الضغط وبمسحوق المواد. 
مراعاة األلياف البصرية المضمنة أثناء العملية،  على سبيل المثال: الضغط العالي المستخدم في العملية 
 .وكذلك درجة الحرارة العالية يمكن أن تتسبب في الحاق الضرر باأللياف
حمل  MPa 155كانت القيم العملية للمتغيرات المستخدمة في عملية الضغط على درجات طبيعية:  
: تم استخدام حمل ضغط SPS. فيما يتعلق ب ساعات 6مدة ل  C˚ 450 تلبيد ، ودرجة حرارةالضغط 
MPa 20  ، ودرجة حرارة˚C 400 دة نصف ساعةلم. 
الموجات فوق الصوتية في األلمنيوم وإدخال األلياف : باستخدام  وقد تميز هذا العمل عملية التضمين





1 CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
The repeated changes (stimuli) that occur inside or/and outside the mechanical structures affect 
and could cause some damages to that structures. The structures should have a stable state and a 
safe operating condition during their operation time, so it is worthy to be improved by sensing and 
reacting to the surrounding stimuli. Responding to such stimuli in a proper way provides ground 
to avoid or at least reduce the occurrence of damages. Not all the structures can feel and respond 
to these stimuli. Missing capabilities i.e. sensing and responding are the reasons behind the 
inability of the structures to deal with the surrounding stimuli. Conventional structures are 
structures that have no response to the stimuli. By looking around, most of the structures in our 
life are passive. Another type of structures could have sensors and actuators, which rarely exist, 
can be called nervous structures. These structures like the human body can trigger response to 





Figure 1.1 The nervous system of human body [1] 
Unexpected changes should be followed-up during the operating and non-operating state of the 
structure. Monitoring is the proper method to achieve the inspections to detect any unusual stimuli 
i.e. a general assessment of the structure and perceiving unusual stimuli which could have an 
impact on the structure and cause a sudden damage. 
Previously, the Visual Inspections (VI) which is based on the human observation and  use of some 
primary inspection tools were the main methods for the monitoring. But, such methods do not give 
a complete overview and assessment of the structure. Furthermore, it is missing a clear explanation 
in the case of any sudden failure. Later, a new powerful technique i.e. Nondestructive testing 
(NDT) is used in such inspections, because of its ability to evaluate the state of the structure 
without causing damages. Also, the structure can be inspected during the operating or non-
operating state. 
These capabilities for the (NDT) increase its chance of being used in a very wide range of 
applications either in the mechanical or another type of structures [2], [3]. For example, Structural 
Health Monitoring (SHM) uses the (NDT) technique to evaluate the functionality of the structures. 
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1.2 Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) 
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) aims to apply a functional assessment for every part of the 
structure and the whole structure at every moment of the structure’s life either in operation or non-
operation state. In these regards, the structure should have the ability to sense and respond the 
different stimuli, achieving its need by itself is becoming a more advanced concept. 
(SHM) has different applications in many types of structures such as bridges and aerospace 
applications [4]–[7]. 
A novel technique of monitoring and continuing assessment of the structure is introduced by using 
the smartness concept. This concept is based on using a sensorial material as well as nervous 
material. Smartness are used to achieve the purpose of monitoring the structure using online data 
acquisition or information technology [4]. 
As mentioned before, a conventional structure cannot achieve any action by itself. The challenge 
is to equip the structure with a monitoring system that allows self-structural monitoring. To 
overcome the challenge, sensor or/and actuator should be a part of the hosting structure without 
changing its material properties. Including sensor within hosting structure gives the sensorial 
property to it. Therefore, the potential of the hosting structure can be increased by introducing the 
actuator. The actuator reduces or prevents extensive deformation of the host structure. Hence, the 
concept of delaying failure and preventing damage helps develop a type of structure called in this 
case a smart structure. 
Figure 1.2 shows an example of using the smartness in the structures i.e. an impact damage 




Figure 1.2: Self-Health Monitoring System [5] 
1.2.1 Intelligence and smartness in materials 
Intelligence and smartness added to the material are becoming a need in our life and is an important 
field of research. The materials can serve itself to operate, control, and follow-up, which leads 
reducing the effort and care by the humans for a structure having such material. In the next sub-
sections, a brief introduction is presented about the smart material and smart structures: 
1.2.1.1 Smart material (SM) 
Material scientists classified the materials due to the chemical bonds between their atoms into 
different types such as metals, polymers, ceramic. Another classification is done based on its 




Figure 1.3: Material classification [8] 
Smart Material (SM) is a material that has the intrinsic and extrinsic capabilities to respond to 
external stimuli in a functionally useful manner, and are sometimes called functional material, 
where it can sense the environmental stimuli, monitoring by itself, make a decision and act through 
a response [6], [7], [9]. (SM) takes a significant place in such modern classification due to the high 
potential of its application. 
Figure 1.4 shows the (SM) classification; which is based on the input and the output. The material 
is exposed to an input from the surrounding environment and response as an output for the 
surrounding environment. For example, the piezoelectric material is exposed to a deformation to 
give an output of electrical charges and could be exposed to an electrical supply to change its 
shape, another example is the shape memory alloy which is deformed if it is exposed to 
temperature. Electrostrictive, magnetostrictive, thermo-electric, thermo-chromic, fiber optic; these 




Figure 1.4: Classification of smart material [12]  
 
Generally, (SM) have numerous applications in structural engineering (either civil or mechanical 
structure), biomedical applications and other applications [13]–[15]. 
1.2.1.2 Smart structure (SS) 
Smart structure (SS) have one or more smart materials which leads to deal and adapt to the stimuli 
coming from the surrounding environment with the positive reaction. Having such material helps 
in securing the integrity of the structure and continuing to achieve its functions. Where the non-
smart structure cannot deal, or adapt to the changes coming from the surrounding environment. 
This inability of the reacting to the stimuli could influence the structure with an adverse effect and 
may cause a failure. 
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So, the (SS) should contain two main elements (sensors and actuators) in addition to controlling 
strategies, and power electronics [10], the following four points show the function of each part: 
1- Sensors: to monitor environment changes and generate signals proportional to the changes 
measured. 
2- Actuators: used to change the properties of the structure to overcome the changes and 
achieve the desired response. 
3- Control strategies: in this part, continuous monitors should be done for the sensor and 
processing information to decide whether any action is required, to give the signal for the 
suitable actuator. 
4- Power electronics: it is used to organize and control the electrical power in the system. 
Based on the previous introduction, we need in this work to investigate the ability to enrich the 
structure with sensors. In this regard, the fiber optic was chosen to accomplish this purpose because 
of its higher potential, size aspects and advantages compared with other existence conventional 
sensors in (SHM) applications [16]. 
For starting up this investigation, a single mode fiber i.e. SMF-28 has been used to get this 
enrichment in this work. The physical and operating specifications of this fiber could be found in 




1.2.2 Optical fibers 
Fiber optic is a flexible, transparent fiber made of glass (silica) with a very low diameter slightly 
thicker than a human hair, used to transmit the light for very long distance at high bandwidth. The 
structure of the fiber is a cylindrical shape as shown in Figure 1.5. 
 
Figure 1.5: Basic structure of the optical fiber [16] 
Mainly, the fiber consists three layers: 
A) Core: the main part of the fiber made of glass (silica) to transmit the light, its diameter 
measured in microns e.g. 9, 50, and 62.5 micrometer. 
B) Cladding: dielectric material (glass or plastic) with known reflection index, its reflection 
index should be less than the core material to achieve its purpose of keeping the 
transmission of the light and avoid scattering losses, its diameter almost fixed of 125 
microns. 
C) Buffer/ coating: the last layer used to protect the fiber from the surrounding environment, 
its diameter is 250 microns. Some fiber cover with the fourth layer called jacket has 400 
microns in diameter. 
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Based on the diameter of the core, the optical fiber is divided into two types: single mode fiber 
(SMF) has 8-10/125 core to cladding diameter ratio where the multimode fiber (MMF) has 50/125 
or 62.5/125. The single-mode fiber allows the light to propagate in one mode, where the multimode 
fiber allows the light to propagate in more than one mode. The typical cross section for both single 
mode and multimode fibers shown in Figure 1.6. 
 
                                         a)                                              b)                                               c)   
Figure 1.6: Typical cross section for a) multimode fiber 50/125 b) multimode fiber 62.5/125  c) single mode 
[18] 
1.3 Fiber optic embedding 
Enriching the sensory property of the structure needs attaching the fiber optic with the structures 
that ensure proper measurements match with the actual changes exposed by the structure. Hence, 
the fiber optic should be part of the structure, so it will be affected by the same stimuli. 
Different ways can be used for attaching the fiber with the structure such as: gluing the fiber either 
on the surface of the structure or by making slot on the sub-surface, but compatibility issue will 
arise due the change of the thermal and mechanical properties between the glue and hosting 
material which cause unreliable measurements for the stimuli. Also, in the case of operating the 
structure in a difficult surrounding environment, the fiber optic will be under more risk conditions 
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which could damage the fiber. Thus, the best way of involving the fiber is to be embedded inside 
the structure. The embedding will protect the sensor from any external effects and ensure the safety 
of the fiber. 
In this regard, two main issues should be considered in the embedding: the structural and functional 
integrity of both the host material and the embedded fiber over the time. In addition to, ensuring a 
well sticking between the fiber and host material secure the compatibility needs to get proper 
measurements. 
1.4 Problem statement 
The fiber optics are chosen to be embedded inside the material with the purpose to become a 
sensorial material. Hence, the integrity of the fiber optic becomes important. With the common 
environment conditions, the current coating of the core fiber may be sufficient to resist these 
conditions, but it is not enough for harsh environment where the temperature can reach 75˚C 
accompanied with humidity and other effects. Medium and large mechanical structures need the 
fiber to be embedded inside at the subsurface of the material without damaging both sensor and 
the host material. 
This embedding can help in developing sensorial materials that have sensors embedded within the 
structure, as well as smart materials for embedding actuators. Successful embedding will guarantee 
the compatibility between them. Therefore, the sensor and actuator will be affected by the same 
stimuli from the environment. 
The contribution of this work will be to investigate embedding processes in two different based 
materials i.e. metal and powder based materials. 
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1.5 Work approach: 
The work was carried out in various stages, these stages are: 
A. Characterization the fiber to be embedded. 
Because of the pressure and heat that the fiber will be exposed to during the embedding process 
using either Ultrasonic consolidation (UC) or Powder metallurgy (PM). A heat test and pressure 
test were carried out to evaluate the resistance of the fiber to such loads. These tests will indicate 
the limits of the fiber to overcome such the mechanical and thermal loads. These tests, in addition 
to material characterization before embedding will be mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 3. 
B. Preparation of the host material where the fiber will be embedded. 
Aluminum sheet and Aluminum powder were used as hosting material in the Ultrasonic 
consolidation (UC) and Powder Metallurgy (PM) techniques, respectively. During the building of 
the material, the fiber will be embedded within the material without changing the physical 
properties of the whole structure i.e. the sensor or the hosting material. The main technique (UC) 
will be presented in Chapter 4 in addition to the alternative technique (PM) in chapter 5. 
 
C. Characterization the host material and the fiber after the embedding. 
To check the integrity of both hosting material and sensor by taking microscopic scale pictures for 
the interface between the fiber and the host material. The pictures were taken using the optical 
microscope and the scanning electron microscope (SEM). This characterization aims to define the 
process control in building the material with the sensor, to avoid any damaging and to confirm the 
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compatibility between the host material and fiber before testing the functionality of the fiber. The 
challenges in this stage are: to keep the integrity of the fiber in addition to ensuring the 
compatibility between the host material and the fiber to sense true measurements. 
Next step is to check the functionality of the fiber by using power light transmission test, where 
the fiber transparent the light without missing all the light as result of the embedding. 
D. Ultrasonic consolidation (UC) process characterization  
To clarify the process parameters and its effect on the process, also quantify the process parameters 
that are needed to get full embedding. 
E. To report the details of the study. 
Chapter 6 present the main results of the present work, discussion of these results, and conclusion 
of the work with a recommendation for the future work. 
1.6 Motivation of the present work 
Defining the process parameters for a sub-surface embedding for the fiber will open the way to 
extend the work by using a superior optical fiber called Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs). Bragg 
gratings (BGs) which are inscribed in fiber optics are an extremely enabling technology where 
hundreds of sensors can be inscribed in the fiber optic to measure various physical properties such 
as temperature, displacement, pressure. The inscribed (FBGs) reflect a certain wavelength of the 
transmitted light and pass the others. These reflections affected by the surrounding environment 
stimuli that can make a shift in the wavelength of the light. Such fiber with high potential is used 
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to achieve a fundamental role in different applications mainly to design smart material e.g. 
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). 
Also, it can be used in various applications at small and large scale, where the fiber optics in these 
cases can be long distances and hence need to be added to mechanical systems and protected 
against surrounding harsh environment. 
1.7 Work objectives: 
Ultrasonic consolidation (UC) has been considered in this work to embed the fiber optics, in 
addition to Powder Metallurgy (PM) as an alternative method. During the process, the fiber is 
embedded to be part of the hosting material; this leads to allow the ability to sense and monitoring 
the structure by using the principle of light transmission, and it is a reflection. To accomplish, the 
following sub-objective: 
A. An efficient embedding of the fiber by doing the characterization of the sample, where the 
compatibility between the fiber and the structure is the essential point to give outputs 
appropriate the stimuli affect the structure. 





1.8 Report structure 
The content thesis will be split into seven chapters: 
Chapter 1 brief introduction to the topic and the need for this work. 
Chapter 2 literature survey about the methods used in the embedding. 
Chapter 3 test the fiber, and checking its integrity in extreme condition i.e. Temperature and 
Pressure, and define the parameter of building the host material. 
Chapter 4 characterizing the embedding process using (Ultrasonic Consolidation). 
Chapter 5 alternative method using (Powder Metallurgy) for embedding. 
Chapter 6 Results and Discussion 





2 CHAPTER 2:  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Conventionally, the main idea of embedding the fiber within host material is to increase the 
strength and the hardness of the material by creating matrix composite with different material 
properties. Different fibers polymers and other conventional fibers used for this purpose [19]–[21]. 
For example, fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) used to for strengthening civil engineering 
infrastructures [22]. The functionality of the matrix could be improved using more advanced fiber 
such as shape memory alloys (SMA) embedded within host material leads to increase the potential 
of that material [21], [22]. The sensorial material can be achieved with the embedding an optical 
fiber. Embedded fiber optic provide can measurements for the behavior changes due to the basic 
principle of reflecting light inside the core of the fiber. 
 
2.1 Fiber optic characteristics 
Implementing the nervous structures is based on the development and integration of the sensors 
within the host material [9]. The size, weight, and stability of the sensing are essential merits for 
the sensor to be embedded within the host material. Unique advantages compared with 




1. Easily to be embedded and it does not affect the material i.e. wounds during embedding 
due to its small geometry. 
2. Resist high temperature and pressure during the embedding process due to its material 
properties. 
3. Many fiber optic sensors can be multiplexed in a single line. 
4. Compatibility for the fiber optic data link, where a different bandwidth can be provided for 
many sensors. 
5. Dielectric property of the optical fiber can give an immunity to electromagnetic effects. 
Generally, three main types of sensor can be considered in this aspect: interferometric, distributed 
and grating-based sensors [26], due to its principle of work: 
1. Interferometric sensor: reacts as phase change of the two interfering light signals when it 
is exposed to physical changes [27]. An example of this sensor is a Fabry–Perot 
interferometric sensor which achieved a maximum strain resolution of 0.15 µɛ. Typically, 
the strain is measured with the range of ±1000 µɛ, and can be extended to ±5000 µɛ. Also, 
it can be embedded within the materials without any effects due to its small size where it 
can be impacted to 1-20 mm length. The disadvantage of this type of sensor the low 
capability for multiplexing. 
2. Distributed fiber optic sensor: 
Optical time-domain reflectometry (OTDR), Raman optical time-domain reflectometry 
(ROTDR) and Brillouin optical time-domain reflectometry (BOTDR), these are the main 
types of the distributed fiber optic sensor, the principle of operation of these fibers are 
different for each. 
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3. Grating-based sensor 
FBG is one of the widely used sensors in various applications due to a special merit such 
as light weight, immunity to electromagnetic interference, stability and little signal loss 
over very long distances [28]. The principle of work for this type of sensors depend on the 
back reflection of the light signal which comes with specified wavelength i.e. Bragg 
wavelength. The grating pitch and refractive index of the fiber are the main parameters 
used to determine the Bragg wavelength. So, any external changes affect the fiber cause 
these parameters to be changed, monitoring these changes leads to measure different 
measurements such as: temperature, strain, vibration, etc. 
Low cost, compact size, good linearity as well as the multiplexing capability for one fiber 
to have different wavelengths are the attractive properties for the FBG to get well 
embedding. 
2.2 Host materials 
Different material can be considered as hosting material to have the FBG sensor embedded with 
different condition within its geometry. 
1. Embedding in composite structures: 
The FBG sensor can be embedded easier in polymer matrices than other hosting material 
[29]–[31]. Minakuchi and Takeda [29] presented a general review for the research work in 
different applications of structural health monitoring where the optical fiber sensors are 
used. Regarding measuring the strain in the composite material, Luyckx and co-authors 
[30] reviewed the part of the technical issues for embedding FBG within composite 
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materials. The resulting embedded FBG was related to the strain of the material through 
monitoring the change of the material. During measuring the strain using the FBGs the 
author considered the temperature compensation. Embedding FBGs within polymer 
matrices was explored and promised good results within 70˚C, also wavelength shift and 
spectral bandwidth change of the polymer FBG can be observed and it is affected by the 
temperature and thermal effects [32], [33]. 
2. Embedding in metals and alloys 
The metals are widely used in the industries either heavy or light industries, but the 
embedding in metallic based material is more difficult due to its effects on the grating and 
the sensitivity loss at high temperature for the FBG [34]. The embedding of FBGs in metals 
was explored by Li et al [35] where they used the ultrasonic welding for embedding FBGs 
in Aluminum and Copper foils with very low thickness. The results showed the possibility 
of embedding the bare fiber in copper, also it showed the effect of the high hardness of 
copper in the embedding. 
The FBG fiber coated through a chemical-electroplating method was successfully 
embedded in aluminum with observed shift in wavelength. An electro-less plating method 
was used in [36] to coat FBG sensors, and hence, the observed common changes of the 
FBG spectrum after metalizing were reduced through a stress control technology, which 
enabled retention of the optical properties of the metal-coated FBGs. In this research  [34] 
has developed a high thermal sensitivity optical FBG sensor with bi-material coating, 
which can be embedded into a smart tool. 
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The type of the hosting material as well as the fiber to be embedded constraint the way of 
embedding. Hence, a brief literature survey of the two methods is done to help in understanding 
the basics of these methods. Ultrasonic consolidation (UC) is the main method, which based on 
using the ultrasonic waves and the energy generated from these waves to get an embedding of the 
fiber within a metal based hosting material. Powder compaction (PC) was the alternative method; 
this method belongs to the Powder Metallurgy (PM) science that uses the powder as based material 
exposed to pressure and heat to formulate the structure, in this method the fiber is inserted inside 
the powder during the process of pressing the powder. 
2.3 Ultrasonic consolidation (UC): 
(UC) is a manufacturing process used to build 3D structures by combining low thickness layers 
one above another [37]. Figure 2.1 shows the basic principle of this method [38], where the energy 
generated from the ultrasonic waves has the possibility to be transferred as sonic energy with a 
slight portion compared to the heat produced due to the friction between the metals. 
The process of (UC) is affected by different parameters e.g. the setup used, the type of material to 
be welded, and the direction of waves propagation i.e. Solid materials need horizontal waves 




Figure 2.1: Basic principle of ultrasonic consolidation [38] 
Also, the sonotrode shape plays the main role in the (UC): the spot, seam, and butt are different 
methods of ultrasonic metal welding [40]. These various welding ways based on the diversity of 
the sonotrode shape. The spot and seam welding are the most popular way of welding; the 
sonotrode on the spot welder has very narrow cross section area. In the seam welder, the welder is 
rotating sonotrode as shown in Figure 2.2. This type of welder being proposed to use for fiber 
optics consolidation over the length of the hosting part. 
 




Figure 2.3: Effects of reflecting and passing properties of the materials [42] 
In addition to the previous parameters, Figure 2.3 shows the effects of reflecting and passing 
properties of the materials at the contacting area energy transferred during the (UC) process [42]. 













𝑑 = 1 −  𝜂 
(3) 
Where,  𝐼0 is ultrasonic waves intensity 
              𝑍 =  𝜌𝑐 is an acoustical impedance 
             𝐴 is the contacting area 
             𝑓 is the frequency of wave 
             𝜂 is a reflection coefficient 
             𝑑 is a transmission coefficient 
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Without going deeply, this work considers the general mechanism of the (UC) that illustrated in 
the following sub-section. 
2.3.1 Theoretical background 
(UC) is depending on the energy transfer from the mechanical energy generated by the vibrations 
to heat energy due to friction between the sonotrode and the materials to be welded. The 
mechanism of the welding process can be summarized with a few steps. First, the contact surface 
of the welded material is cleaned from the contaminants and oxides due to friction, which increases 
the contact area of pure material [43]–[45]. The continuity of the friction by ultrasonic vibrations 
leads to heat generation, and transfer it to the material depending on its thermal properties. These 
vibrations lead to create the temperature gradient through the materials and increase the 
temperature at the surfaces, with the existence of the applied pressure a new bond starts to form 
between the contacted surfaces. 
To illustrate this mechanism, it is needed to be clarified with the following four next points: 
1. The power generation by the ultrasonic waves. 
2. The power transfer from the ultrasonic waves to heat. 
3. The temperature gradient in the material. 
4. Process control which is determined by the parameters of this process. 
2.3.1.1 Power generated  












Where  𝐹𝑟 = 𝜇 ∗ 𝐹𝑁           Friction force  
             𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 4 ∗ 𝜆𝑤 ∗ 𝑓𝑟   Cosine average velocity 
 
?̀? =




Where,  𝐹𝑁 is the normal applied Force 
              𝜇 Friction coefficient between the surfaces 
              𝜆𝑤 the amplitude of the waves 
              𝑓𝑤 the frequency of the wave 
             𝐴𝑓𝑟 friction contact area 
Introducing the welding time 𝑡𝑤 with the relation leads to the energy flux during the process 
 
?̀? = ?̀? ∗ 𝑡𝑤 
(6) 
Where, ?̀? is the energy flux during the process. 
             𝑡𝑤 the duration time of keeping the work of the waves 
Finally, the power flux ?̀? and energy flux ?̀? depend on the following parameters 
 ?̀? = 𝑓(𝐹𝑁 , 𝜇, 𝜆𝑤 , 𝑓𝑤, 𝐴𝑓𝑟)  (7) 
 ?̀? = 𝑓(𝐹𝑁 , 𝜇, 𝜆𝑤 , 𝑓𝑤 , 𝐴𝑓𝑟 , 𝑡𝑤)   (8) 
2.3.1.2 Energy transferred from mechanical to heat 
The energy generated from vibration is transferred into heat energy, this transferring depends on: 




❖ The needed area to be welded: which mentioned in the previous sub-section as 𝐴𝑓𝑟 contact 
area. 
❖ The depth of the welding of the structure. 
Since the interest is to embed the fiber within the structure, the depth of the welding is an important 
point to be discussed. 
In the case of the embedding in the sub-surface of the bottom layer, there is a need for more 
deformation in the further side of the sonotrode contacting area. So, the material closest to the horn 
should conduct as much as possible of the generated heat (conducting material). Thus, this material 
should have a high thermal conductivity to conduct energy as much as possible, also to avoid any 
melting for this material the heat capacity should be optimized to reduce the consumed energy. To 
ensure the melting happened in the sub-surface, the melting temperature of the upper layer should 
be higher. 
For a constant amount of power generated, the increase in friction contacting area reduces the 
efficiency of the embedding process i.e. does not give the needed temperature gradient to achieve 
the embedding due to dissipating the energy in a wider area. 
2.3.1.3 Temperature gradient through the material 








) + 𝑄 − 𝜌 ∗ 𝑐𝑝 ∗
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑥
= 0  
(9) 
Where 𝑄 Volumetric heat generation rate (𝑊/𝑚𝑚3) 
             𝑘 thermal conductivity 
             𝑇 Temperature gradient 
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             𝜌 material density 
             𝑐𝑝 Specific heat 
             (𝑥, 𝑦) the coordinate 
The gradient of the temperature through the material is found by solving and modeling this 
equation. The energy dissipates in the material increases the temperature and leads the material 
either soften or melt. The following formula represents the amount of energy the material can have 
due to temperature gradient: 
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 
 
𝑄 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑐𝑝 ∗ ∆𝑇 
(10) 
2.3.1.4 Process control of embedding parameters 
Based on the theoretical background, two types of parameters can be controlled i.e. the material 
parameters (properties and dimensions) and the operating parameters (applied force, area, 
amplitude, and frequency of vibration) in addition to the welding time. Different setups have a 
different set of parameters can control the process to get the optimal amount of energy to achieve 
the purpose of embedding. 
2.3.2 A literature review of UC process: 
In the 1950s, despite using the ultrasonic welding for soft material welding i.e. aluminum, it had a 
broad range of applications in different welding material. Daniels in [44], after investigation the 
effect of the interactive dependence process parameters i.e. pressure, power, and the welding time. 
Due to the material properties, he concluded that physical or dimensional properties influence 
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ultrasonic welding process. His experiments confined to metal welding the following Figure 2.4 
shows the weldability between different metals. 
 
Figure 2.4: Weldability between the various metals [44] 
Later, Tsujino et al. [46] proposed different welding methods using ultrasonic for different size of 
specimens e.g. butt welding used to weld thick and large samples; also two vibration systems 
crossed from the upper and lower sides used to weld medium specimens. In term of welding time, 
Allameh et al. [47] studied the microstructure analysis, and characterization of an aluminum 
sample welded ultrasonically. Investigating the control the parameter of (UC) of the material was 
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an important point to be studied. Ram et al. [37] and Kong et al. [41] reported the optimum 
parameters of the (UC) process of aluminum 3003 and aluminum alloy 6061 in [48]. 
2.3.3 Fiber embedding using UC 
Kong et al.[49] and Kong and Soar [50] embedded different fibers in the metal substrate using 
ultrasonic consolidation process. Three different types of fibers embedded between two foils of 
aluminum 3003. Each foil of aluminum was 100 µm thick and 25 mm wide. As a first step, two 
foils of aluminum 3003 were welded together to form the substrate and the top foil, each of 200 µm 
thickness. The types of fiber used are Sigma silicon carbide (SiC), shape memory alloy (SMA) 
and optical fibers coated with the polymer without grated sensors. Three different embedding 
methods used named as a full load, partial load and no load. In the no-load method, full sized 
grooves were provided in the substrate to accommodate the fibers with no load on these from the 
sonotrode pressure. In partial load method, partial grooves were provided in both the substrate and 
top foil to relieve some pressure on the fibers. No grooves contained in the full load methods 
implying that the fibers bear the full load on sonotrode. The results show that ultrasonic 
consolidation is an effective process to embed SiC or SMA fibers in an aluminum matrix, even at 
full load conditions. However, optical fibers present a challenging scenario. The polymer coating 
disperses under full and partial loads, while it only distorted in no load conditions. If the polymer 
coating removed, then full consolidation is achieved, but the integrity of the fiber may 
compromise. A physical examination showed no cracking of glass cladding or core. However, no 
tests were conducted to ascertain the optical properties of the fiber. Building on previous work, 
Mou et al. [51] explicitly embedded fiber Bragg grating (FBG) in aluminum 3003 foils of 200 µm 
(obtained by pre-bonding two foils of 100 µm thickness each). Analysis of five specimens, in 
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which the FBG survived ultrasonic consolidation, showed varying degree of success although a 
blue-shifting of the Bragg peaks indicates that the gratings experienced a compression strain. 
The previous work was focused on embedding fiber between two thin similar sheets i.e. Aluminum 
sheet using seam welder with rotating sonotrode. However, getting an embedding for the fiber in 
the sub-surface of bulk material was missed as per the literature shows.  
So, the present work is done using spot welding machine to get fiber embedded within the sub-
surface of bulk material. The latter need careful work due to the sensitivity of the fiber under direct 
source of power, also to define specific parameters for this embedding. 
2.4 Powder Metallurgy (PM):  
 Powder metallurgy (PM) is a metal processing technology to produce parts from metallic powder 
with certain shapes, comes from the die which contains the powder. The technique has two stages: 
compaction stage done by exposing the particles to a high pressure which increases the green 
density of the material shown in Figure 2.5. The next stage is the sintering process which is a 
thermal treatment of the compacted powder to harden the material i.e. exposing the compacted 
powder to a temperature below the melting point of the main component to increase its strength 
and give the final shape. Due to the separation of the compaction from sintering, this process is 
called a cold compaction process. On the other hand, the compaction and sintering can be done 





Figure 2.5: Compaction stage 
The previous researches show that the powder metallurgy process based on the theoretical 
background. Akisanya et al. [52] studied the yield behavior during cold hydrostatic compaction 
process, Sirdhar and Fleck [53] investigated the behavior of powder composite i.e. aluminum with 
silicon carbide, also the lead-steel composite during the axisymmetric cold compaction process. 
Later, a fundamental analysis was done for the cold die compaction by Al-Qureshi et al.[54]. This 
process is constrained by the parameters of the process i.e. the material properties and the powder 
size affect the process parameters and the behavior of the material during the process also make 
the influence of the nature of the produced parts [55]–[58]. 
The (PM) is a very common technique use in many different applications e.g. the cutting tool 
design. Also, this technique used to build the different shape of the structure since it is based on 
using the powder which easily takes the form of the containing die. Regarding this capabilities, in 
our work, the (PM) was used to embed fiber within the powder-based material. 
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Nouari et al. in [59] did a review for the work puplished in the Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS). 
(SPS) is a (PM) technology which classified as a low temperature process Figure 2.6, so it is a 
novel technique can be used to embed the fiber within a metallic material. 
 




3 CHAPTER 3:  
FIBER OPTIC AND HOSTING MATERIAL: 
CHARACTERIZATION BEFORE EMBEDDING 
For the proposed methods of embedding the fiber, the fiber will be exposed to different types of 
loads during the process. So, characterizing the optical fiber before embedding followed by 
investigating the parameters of constructing the hosting material using Ultrasonic Spot Welding 
(USW) present in this chapter: 
3.1 Fiber characterization before embedding: 
In both methods, the fiber exposed to a mechanical load represented by pressure (P) and 
temperature gradient (ΔT) as a thermal load. 
3.1.1 Temperature resistance tests: 
Temperature gradient (ΔT) as a thermal load will be a main source of affecting the fiber during 
the embedding processes i.e. UC and PM. Hence, to check the capability of the fiber to resist such 
load, a separate experiment was conducted to characterize the fiber before embedding 
3.1.1.1 Test setup 
Heat test was done for the fiber to examine its resistivity to the heat and temperature changes 
during the embedding process. Ten fibers were labeled and put inside the furnace to be exposed to 
different temperature as shown in Figure 3.1. Temperatures from (100˚C) to (1000 ˚C), with an 
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average heat rate of 15.3 ˚C/ min, were applied to the fibers in steps (100˚C) for each to have ten 
fibers exposed to ten different temperatures. Each labeled fiber was tested with normal bend into 
three different locations along the fiber to check its ability to resist bending after it is heated. 
                                        a)                                                                b) 
3.1.1.2 Test results and discussion 
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Table 3.1 summarizes the results of the influence of temperature gradient on the fiber. The outer 
layer of the fiber is burned at a temperature of 300 ˚C, increasing burning leads the black color to 
appear on that layer and it is started to be removed at a temperature of 500 ˚C. The temperature of 
700 ˚C is almost the maximum temperature the fiber can resist, beyond this temperature the 
cladding and the core material of the fiber will melt. Three different locations were chosen along 
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the fiber to check its flexibility after it exposed to the temperature gradient. The bending results 
show the fiber is keeping its flexibility with the range (0-500) ˚C where no breakage happened, 
then it is started to be effected at 600 ˚C with one broken and three broken for the fiber exposed to 
700˚C. So clearly, the fiber lost its flexibility beyond 600 ˚C. 
3.1.2 Temperature characterization of FBG 
The other aspect of the fiber characterization includes the evaluation of the maximum temperature 
to the failure [60]. A single mode FBG inscribed SMF 28 is used in this test. The FBG inscribed 
SMF 28 is polyimide coated shown in Table 3.2: 
Table 3.2: Polyimide coated fiber properties [60] 
Test Parameters Specifications 
Geometrical Properties 
Cladding Diameter  125 ± 1.0 [µm] 
Core Diameter 9.8 [µm] 
Coating Diameter 145 ± 5 [µm] 
Mechanical Properties 
Fiber proof test level 0.7 [GPa] 
Operating Temperature 
Range 
-50 to +430 [°C] 
Short Term 
+430[°C] (10Hrs) 
+400 [°C] (100 Hrs) 
Optical Properties 
Attenuation <0.5 [dB/km] 
Cutoff Wavelength <1300 ± 50 [nm] 
Operating Wavelength 1300-1600 [nm] 
Bend loss at 1550nm per 
100 turns 25mm dia 
<0.02 [dB] 
3.1.1.1. Test setup 
The experiment was performed to maintain reading, as the temperature increased, shifting of the 
FBG wavelength and the light transmission characteristics of the optical fiber in tandem were 
observed using the special setup for fiber optics. Both fibers were introduced through a top opening 
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of a Lindberg Blue box furnace with dimensions 30 x 30 x 30 cm and making a bend radius of 
approximately 1.5 cm, Figure 3.2.  
 
 
Figure 3.2: Lab setup showing connections and instruments/apparatus used 
 
3.1.1.2. Test results and discussion 
Initially, the FBG central wavelength was recorded to be at 1538.5 nm at room temperature of 
23°C. The test temperature was then raised with gradual steps, and a corresponding wavelength 
shift was observed as shown in Figure 3.3 (a). The wavelength was almost proportional to the 
increase of temperature as recorded in Figure 3.3 (b). The optical transmission loss remained 






    
(b) 
Figure 3.3: (a) spectra of wavelength shift with varying temperature (°C) (b) linear response of wavelength 
shift to temperature variation [60] 
3.1.3 Pressure test 
This test has been investigated with our research team to investigate the capability of the fiber to 
bear the pressure [60]. The test was part of the pressure test to study the sensitivity of the fiber to 
the applied pressure using the strain and its effect of the wavelength of the light pass through the 
















































fiber. Figure 3.4 shows the setup which was utilized in this test. The fiber was kept in metal fitting; 
then water pump developed a pressure that applied to the fiber.  
 
Figure 3.4: Experiment setup for a pressure test 
 
Figure 3.5: Measured strain during pressure sensitivity test for fiber 
Figure 3.5 presents some results of using three different value of pressure i.e. 2600, 2850, and 
2900 psi and its effect on the strain. For consideration of the main purpose of the test, a maximum 
pressure of 2900 psi (20 MPa) used. Although, the fiber has the capability to bear high pressure 




Cladding         
Core  
3.1.4 Checking fiber cross section 
A short test was carried out on the fiber cross section using different tools i.e. cleaver and scissor 
to check the structure of the fiber. The next Figure – 3.6 present the two-cut fiber: 
                             
a)                                                                  b) 
Figure 3.6: Cut fiber a) using cleaver b) using scissor 
The figure 3.6 shows that the fiber has two layers i.e. coating and jacket, covering the cladding 
and the core. Also, high damage of the fiber due to use the scissor compared to the fiber cut by a 
cleaver. 
3.2 Embedding in the host using (USW) 
Building the hosting material was done in stages starting with building the host material without 
fiber using Ultrasonic Spot Welding (USW). These preliminary tests to study the effect of the 
parameters in which the fiber will be checked in term of the integrity of host material and sensors 
and to get the specific parameters needed to have acceptable embedding. The next stage, in next 
chapters, was involving the fiber within the hosting material during the process. 
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3.2.1 Embedding power estimation 
Regarding the theoretical background presented in chapter two, the parameters that control the 
ultrasonic spot welding are: physical parameters (properties and dimensions), the operating 
parameters (applied force, area, amplitude, and frequency), and the welding time. 
Figure 3.7 shows the setup that is used to carry out this experiment. The limitations of the setup 
has enforced the experiments to have a specified trend. Since the frequency is limited in this 
machine to 20kHz and the applied force in terms of the applied pressure and area of the pneumatic 
system is also determined to have certain values. Thus the only parameters that can be changed 
are the amplitude; which is given as a percentage of the output power of this machine which 
varying (0- 4200) Joule, and the welding time. 
 
Figure 3.7: Ultrasonic spot welding machine 
Through the equation (4), power is inversely proportional to the area of friction 𝐴𝑓𝑟. Since there is 
limitation of the generated power, the horn friction area was modified to have a variety of the heat 
flux in term of the ratio between the friction areas. 
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Next figure 3.8 shows modified areas of friction: 
 
                                         a)                                                                b)  
Figure 3.8: Modified friction area a) large area b) small area 
Characterization of the power generated by the machine was done using the following parameters 
for the used setup: 
a) Operating applied pressure of the machine 𝑃𝑟. = 0.3 – 0.4 Mpa. (stick to 0.3 Mpa) 
b) The cross section area of the pneumatic system 𝐴 = 
𝜋
4
× (6 × 10−2)2 = 2.83 × 10−3 𝑚2 
c) The frequency  𝑓𝑤 = 20 kHz. 
d) Amplitude 𝜆𝑤 = ( 50%-100%). 
e) Welding time 𝑡𝑤 = 0-10 sec. 
f) Input power factor ≥ 80% ( = 85%) 
g) Modified Friction areas (𝐴𝑓𝑟)𝑠 =2×11= 22 mm
2 
                                                   (𝐴𝑓𝑟)𝑙 =16×11= 176 mm
2 
The range of power i.e. 0, and 4200, which corresponding to the welding time related to 0, and 10 
sec, respectively. Thus, using equations (4) - (6) with the known power range will help to quantify 
the amplitude corresponding to each percent: 
(𝑨𝒇𝒓)𝒍    (𝑨𝒇𝒓)𝒔   
